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Focus of model

• Phenomena that seem to require a nonlinear model of 

• Attraction

• Supression
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H% :  Juxtaposed declaratives
• Extra High H% near end 

of IP.

• Attracted to H nearest 
the end of IP

• Effect of H% seems pretty 
localized to one syllable.

• This would seem to 
require a nonlinear 
dynamics attracting the 
H% from the boundary to 
the first H back from the 
boundary.
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L%. In a given utterance, H and L tones stay essentially at the same level. Two
references lines can be posited: one for the H tones and another for the L tones.
The L% tone is realized lower, toward the bottom of the speaker’s pitch range.
This organization can be schematized as follows in Table 2:

Table 2: Pitch references lines in assertive utterances

H reference line H_______H________H________

L reference line _____L________L_________L__

L% bottom of the pitch range _________________________ L%

As we examine juxtaposed assertive sentences (in section 4.6) and yes-no ques-
tions (in section 5), we will show that there are also extra-high intonational
tones, which will provide a type of symmetry to the whole system, with the
span of the tonal realization in the middle.

4.6 Sequences of juxtaposed assertive sentences:
introducing the H%

Juxtaposed assertive sentences are very frequent in Embosi narratives. Each of
them forms an intonational phrase, ending either with a L% or a H%. Starting
with examples extracted from the beginning of an interview conducted by the
second author, we introduce the H% and show some of its properties. At the
end of a sentence, H% plays a similar role as the continuation rise in languages
such as English and can be found in a similar context. In Embosi, its specificity
is to be attracted by the last H of the intonational phrase. Consequently, it is
realized on the last mora, which bears a H tone in example 8 and in Figure 6.
The result is an extra-high tone at the end of the sentence and a rising contour
that sounds like a continuation rise. In example 9 and in Figure 7, it is realized
as an extra-high tone on the penultimate syllable, which bears the last H tone.
Thus, the final contour is falling.

(8) [ngáβámwánájookoβapɔɔ́jéédijé]
ngá βá mwána ájɛɛ okoβa pɔɔ́
1sgPRO here cl1.child cl1.come.PAST cl15.take.Hm. cl.9.stories

jéé di jé
cl9.REL. be.PRES cl9.DEM.
(litt.) “To me, here, the child came to collect stories which are these (ones). . .”
‘To me, here, the child came to collect stories from here.’
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Figure 6: F0 curve of [ngáβámwánajookoβapɔɔ́jéédijé] “To me, here, the child came to collect
stories from here. . .” (Speaker: Catherine S., interview)

(9) [ádzaábísímóondzési]
ádzaá bísí mó (m)ondzési
“it was us during childhood” = “It was during our childhood. . .”

Figure 7: F0 curve of [ádzaábísímóondzési] “It was during our childhood. . .”
(speaker: Catherine S., interview)
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Yes/No Q: H L%

L% is found at end of the 
utterance

H occurs on the last H tone 
if the final tone is a L tone.

4

Otherwise, the H% of the 
HL% is pushed forward 
towards the preceding H 
tone, extending the contour 
on a larger domain.



Yes/No Q: H L%
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• Modeling notes:

• The L% here is local.  
Doesn’t spread leftward.

• The effect of H seems 
local too.  As with the 
juxtaposed H% there 
needs  to be some 
nonlinear selection, as in 
the juxtaposed case.

• F0 slopes of assertions 
and yes-no Q are 
distinct?

• Theories of boundary 
tones?



Modeling Boundary tones: idea

• Model activation of lexical tone system (LX) and boundary tone 
system (B) over a domain (e.g., IP).

• Tones are selected over time from whichever system (LX or B) 
is more highly activated

• At the beginning,  activation of both systems is low

• LX activation increases B activation. (LX is the activator)

• B activation inhibits LX activation. (B is the inhibitor)

• B activation increases more slowly than LX, so at first lexical 
tones will be selected.

• Eventually towards end of phrase, B system is more highly active 
that LX system and so B tones will be selected.
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Modeling H% attraction to H: idea

• Actual F0 of selected lexical tones contributes positively to 
activation of B.

• Everything else being equal B will surpass activation of LX 
during during selection of a H tone.
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Activator-Inhibitor model  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Brain and cardiac cell communication

These signals are how cells in the brain communicate with each other,
action potentials. Cardiac cell communication is similar. This seems way
more complex than our exponential functions. But let’s see how we will
put together what we’ve learnt to understand this vital global signal.

V rises quickly, stabilizes, then falls.



Fitzhugh-Nagumo
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Brain and cardiac cell communication: Fitzhugh-Nagumo
Equations

It seems that to describe these functions, we need a more complex
di↵erential equation, and we do! Indeed, we need two.
dV

dt

= V − V

3

3 −W + 0.5
dW

dt

= 1
12.5 ∗ (V + .7 − .8W )

To understand, analyze!

break the system down to its simplest parts then build it up bit by bit!

What I will now prove to you is that to understand these complex
Di↵Eq’s, all you will need is thinking you have already understood,
and apply it in new ways.
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Fitzhugh-Nagumo
Fitzhugh-Nagumo Equations: dV

dt

= V − V

3

3 −W + 0.5 and
dW

dt

= 1
12.5 ∗ (V + .7 − .8W )

Let’s pretend we only have dV

dt

= V
This is our old system with k = 1. What do we expect? Exponential
growth.
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Fitzhugh-NagumoFitzhugh-Nagumo Equations: dV

dt

= V − V

3

3 −W + 0.5 and
dW

dt

= 1
12.5 ∗ (V + .7 − .8W )

Now add back the nonlinear term: dV

dt

= V −V 3

When we start with V very small, V 3 is too small and doesn’t matter,
since V > V 3, but as V grows closer and closer to 1, V and V

3

become almost equal, and they cancel, making dV

dt

→ 0 and we stay at
1.

Problem: How can V fall?
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Fitzhugh-Nagumo Equations: dV

dt

= V − V

3

3 −W + 0.5 and
dW

dt

= 1
12.5 ∗ (V + .7 − .8W )

Look at the coupling between V and W: V helps W grow, but when W
grows, it inhibits V!

But how can V even rise? V excites W with a very small coe�cient: 1
12.5 ,

so W rises slowly, whereas V rises quickly. When W has grown su�ciently,
it influence V and take it down! But when V falls and W fall, the slope of
W starts to really fall, allowing V to rise again! It’s better than a novel ,

Fitzhugh-Nagumo



Generalizing FN Equations 
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dV

dt
= V � V 3

3
�W + 0.5

dW

dt
=

1

12.5
(V + .7� .8W )

dB

dt
=

1

12.5
(L+ .7� .8B)

dB

dt
= ↵(L+ bias� �B)

dL

dt
= L� L3

3
�B + 0.5



Idea

• Model LX system as oscillating F0 with high value of α. 

• Model B-LX activation with low value of α.

• Make bias a function of current F0 state (coupling).

• Should attract switch point towards H tone?? 
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Reference Lines
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A, the same corpus recorded by speaker B, and yes-no questions occurring in
the 3 interviews conducted by the second author.

The existence of this H% tone has an interesting consequence for our over-
all model: this H% provides a higher-level reference line above the reference
lines of the tone realizations (Table 3).

Table 3: Pitch references lines of H and L tones and L% and H% boundary tones

H% ___________________H% _____

H reference line H_______H________H________

L reference line _____L________L_________L__

L% bottom of the pitch range _________________________ L%

6 Intonation of wh-questions

Wh-questions in Embosi have been investigated by various theses and publications
(Amboulou 1998) but the most detailed study is found in Embanga Aborobongui
& al. (2011). Embosi has two sets of interrogatives pronouns: 1) nda/nde with nda
referring to humans, among others (ex. 13) and nde referring to inanimate
objects and some animals (ex. 12, 14 & 15); and 2) interrogatives words, agreeing
in class with the noun that they modify or replace. Embosi also possesses inter-
rogative adverbs. Two types of constructions are possible for questions on the
subject, on the direct and indirect objects: constructions with relatives (ex. 12 &
13) and in situ constructions (ex. 14). Only in-situ constructions are permitted
for questions on place, manner or cause. Here are some examples (partly from
Embanga Aborongui & al. 2011):

(12) [ɲamajeébomíingobasákɔé́dzende]
ɲama jeébomí ingoba sá kɔ ́ édze nde
cl1.animal cl1a.REL.kill.REC Ingoba in forest cl.7.be.REC which
‘Which animal did Ingoba kill in the forest?’

(13) [morojɛɛpɛníitswétswelélawádzenda]
moro jɛɛpɛ nɔ ́ itswétswelé la wa
cl1.person cl1.REL.give.REC 2sgPRO.Hm cl4.oranges to 3sgPRO

ádze nda
3sg.be.REC who
‘To whom did you give oranges?’
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• We can think of these as the Target values whose 
dynamics we modeled in the Mambila simulation.



Focus and wh-questions

• No intonation marking of focus or wh questions,

16



Emphasis: register expansion

• Raises H. Does it 
also lower L?

• “Emphasis (or 
backgrounding) 
modulates locally the 
informative weight.” 
In a continuous 
fashion.

17



• In corpus of isolated words and sentences, 
which include 45 complex sentences, there 
were no pauses or any other prosodic events 
between subordinate clauses and main clauses.

• Metotony in verbs: H->L in clause-final 
position.

Complex Sentences 

18

In (17), two sets of food are pointed at, one intended for Ngala and the other
one for Pendzi. The proximal demonstratives (bí “this”) are realized with an
expanded register (Figure 11). In association with a deictic expression or an
expression of quantity, this local register expansion has an iconic value, enhanc-
ing the importance of the designated item. In all of its usages, it has a local
highlighting function. It is clearly not related with focus as an answer to a wh-
question as seen previously in 7, it is often involved in contrastive expression
but it is also present when there is no contrast to insist on a given word or as a
metaphoric expression of bigness. In our view, the main difference between this
emphasis and focus is that it is a gradient phenomenon: a term or an expres-
sion could be more or less emphasized, depending upon the importance of the
register expansion. This local register expansion has also a mirror image which
is local register compression, indicating that a given term or expression is less
important or backgrounded within the discourse. In this chapter, we are keeping
“emphasis” separate from focus which is marked syntactically, without any
involvement of intonation as seen in 7. Focus divides an utterance into two
parts: a new or contrastive part and given or presupposed part while we assume
that emphasis (or backgrounding) modulates locally the informative weight.

9 Subdivisions of complex sentences

In our corpus of isolated words and sentences, which include 45 complex
sentences, there were no pauses or any other prosodic events between sub-
ordinate clauses and main clauses. Like in simple assertive sentences, vowel
deletion processes can occur at any word junction, without any disruption.
One process is sensitive to clause boundary: metatony, as mentioned previously.
Thus, a verb, which undergoes metatony, will end with a L when it is clause final
as in the following example (from Embanga Aborobongui 2013):

(18) [ojúluláalámbatsínadílandzaa]
(m)o-júlu láalámba tsína adí la N-jaa
cl1-woman cl1.PRES-cook because cl1.PRES-be.Hm with cl9-hunger
‘The woman cooks because she is hungry.’

In (18), the verb alámba which undergoes metatony, displays a final L tone
because it is clause final, while it would have had a final H tone if it were
followed by a complement. Conversely, the verb di, which is also sensitive to
metatony, is realized with a final H because it is followed by a complement.
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L clause-final H before complement



Left and right dislocations

19

In a study on relative clauses in Embosi (Beltzung & al. 2011) based on a
different corpus recorded by Speaker A, it was also found that utterances includ-
ing relative clauses are overwhelmingly realized without any intonative sub-
division. In more careful speech (perhaps sometimes too careful), pauses might
occur between the antecedent and the relative clause and between the relative
clause and the matrix clauses. We also found few occurrences of boundary
tones, which indicate Intonational Phrase boundaries, in the same positions.

We also studied dislocations in Embosi, from syntactic and prosodic points
of view. The study was based on a separate corpus recorded by speaker EMA
(Embanga Aborobongui & al. 2014). An asymmetry was found between right
and left dislocations. In right dislocations, the main clause ends with a L%
boundary as well as the dislocated part. Cross-linguistically, this pattern is very
common, found in African languages (Hyman 1999, Downing 2011) but also in
non-African languages such as French (Clech-Darbon & al. 1999), among others.
Here is one example:

(19) [[ojúluláaβelɔṕɛẃamúa L%/ɔkwáí L%] (Embanga Aborobongui & al. 2014)
(m)o-júlu láaβelá ɔ-pɛ ́ wa mú-a (m)ɔ-kwáí.
1-woman 1.PRES.can.Hm cl15-give 1a.PRO 3sg.PRO 3-machete
‘The woman can give him it, the machete.’

In left dislocations, no boundary tones are realized. In our corpus, generally a
pause was observed between the dislocated element and the main clause but
there were few cases of continuity between them, with the final vowel of the dis-
located part being deleted. Interestingly, if a pause is generally present between
the dislocated element and the main clause, there is often no pause between
two dislocated elements: they are often combined into a single unit, without
any pause or discontinuity in the process of vowel elision at word junction. The
following example illustrates this configuration:

(20) [básópoo /báabáaβelótonánɔ]
básí ó poo / báa báaβelá o-toná nɔ.
cl2.woman at cl7.village cl2.PRO cl2.can.PRES.Hm cl15-refuse.Hm 2sgPRO
‘The women, at the village, they can refuse you.’

In (20), there is a pause between the two dislocated elements (básí and ó poo),
and the main clause, and the two dislocated elements are grouped together, as
shown by the elision of the vowel –i of básí ‘women’ at the junction with the
word ópoo. To account for this phrasing, we do not introduce a notion of Inter-
mediate Intonational Phrase, but rather we propose a recursive structure of IPs
as follows:
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LEFT

RIGHT

In a study on relative clauses in Embosi (Beltzung & al. 2011) based on a
different corpus recorded by Speaker A, it was also found that utterances includ-
ing relative clauses are overwhelmingly realized without any intonative sub-
division. In more careful speech (perhaps sometimes too careful), pauses might
occur between the antecedent and the relative clause and between the relative
clause and the matrix clauses. We also found few occurrences of boundary
tones, which indicate Intonational Phrase boundaries, in the same positions.

We also studied dislocations in Embosi, from syntactic and prosodic points
of view. The study was based on a separate corpus recorded by speaker EMA
(Embanga Aborobongui & al. 2014). An asymmetry was found between right
and left dislocations. In right dislocations, the main clause ends with a L%
boundary as well as the dislocated part. Cross-linguistically, this pattern is very
common, found in African languages (Hyman 1999, Downing 2011) but also in
non-African languages such as French (Clech-Darbon & al. 1999), among others.
Here is one example:

(19) [[ojúluláaβelɔṕɛẃamúa L%/ɔkwáí L%] (Embanga Aborobongui & al. 2014)
(m)o-júlu láaβelá ɔ-pɛ ́ wa mú-a (m)ɔ-kwáí.
1-woman 1.PRES.can.Hm cl15-give 1a.PRO 3sg.PRO 3-machete
‘The woman can give him it, the machete.’

In left dislocations, no boundary tones are realized. In our corpus, generally a
pause was observed between the dislocated element and the main clause but
there were few cases of continuity between them, with the final vowel of the dis-
located part being deleted. Interestingly, if a pause is generally present between
the dislocated element and the main clause, there is often no pause between
two dislocated elements: they are often combined into a single unit, without
any pause or discontinuity in the process of vowel elision at word junction. The
following example illustrates this configuration:

(20) [básópoo /báabáaβelótonánɔ]
básí ó poo / báa báaβelá o-toná nɔ.
cl2.woman at cl7.village cl2.PRO cl2.can.PRES.Hm cl15-refuse.Hm 2sgPRO
‘The women, at the village, they can refuse you.’

In (20), there is a pause between the two dislocated elements (básí and ó poo),
and the main clause, and the two dislocated elements are grouped together, as
shown by the elision of the vowel –i of básí ‘women’ at the junction with the
word ópoo. To account for this phrasing, we do not introduce a notion of Inter-
mediate Intonational Phrase, but rather we propose a recursive structure of IPs
as follows:
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(21) [Dislocated element [core clause]]IP

This representation formally accounts for the fact that there is no boundary tone
at the end of the dislocated part and that the beginning of the main clause is
similar to the beginning of an Intonational Phrase.

In the eight folktales extracted from Obenga (1984) that were read by
speaker MEA, we observed no dislocation, and complex sentences were rarely
prosodically divided. In the three interviews that were conducted by the second
author in Brazzaville, dislocations were rare and intonational breaks mainly
occurred onlly between the sentences, even if the sentences were complex.

10 Conclusion

Embosi (Bantu C25) is a two-tone language without downdrift. To account for
the superimposition of intonational tones on tone realizations, a dual-register
model is proposed. It involves a basic register for lexical tone realization and
enlargements above and below this basic register due to extra-high or extra-
low boundary tones. The basic register of tone realizations can be compressed
or expanded. Expansions were found in yes-no questions and in the expression
of emphasis.

The prosodic hierarchy of Embosi includes Phonological Words and Intona-
tional Phrases, which are both associated with phonological processes. No
correlate, either segmental or tonal, was found for a potential Phonological
Phrase. Absence of a Phonological Phrase seems typologically rare (Jun 2014).
However, it is probably more common than usually assumed, as the prosodies
of many languages, and among them many Bantu languages, are still undocu-
mented. (See Downing, this volume, for another case.)

The prosody of Embosi is distinguished by its economical features: an intona-
tional structure without downdrift and a prosodic hierarchy skipping the level of
the Phonological Phrase (or at least with an invisible Phonological Phrase).
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Pause with no L% lengthening? 


